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RESULTS -- Experiment 1
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There is evidence that making 30 seconds of bilateral eye movements improves
memory in strongly right-handed young adults (Christman et al., 2003; Lyle et al.
2008).
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INTRODUCTION
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It is unknown whether older adults show a similar memory benefit from making
bilateral shifts of attention (either covert or overt) as that observed in younger
adults. [Experiment 2]
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Given that attention and eye movements share many overlapping neural
mechanisms (de Haan et al., 2008), it is possible that bilateral shifts of covert
visual attention may have similarly beneficial effects on memory. [Experiment 1]
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Correct and false recognition were measured on a verbal learning task known to
reliably produce false memories (a DRM task).
Three groups each of right-handed younger and older adults:
1. eye movements, 2. shifts of attention
3. control (fixation),
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Conclusion
Both eye movements and attention shifts (made in the absence of eye movements) reduced
false recognition of critical non-presented words (critical lures).
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p < .05

RESULTS -- Experiment 2
Study 10 word lists

(each list comprised of
15 semantically associated words)

Participants were
instructed to maintain
central fixation for
30 seconds.
Participants were instructed to make
30 seconds of bilateral eye movements
(with no head movement) by following
flashing dot or to maintain central
fixation while dots flashed side-to-side.
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p < .05

Conclusion
Replication of Experiment 1 – for younger adults, false memory was reduced following both
eye movements and shifts of attention.
No memory benefit in the older adult group for either eye movements or shifts of attention.

90 word recognition Test

(List comprised of 40 previously seen
words, 40 unseen words and 10 “critical
lures” (non-presented strong semantic
associates of study list words)
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